The Many Task Computing paradigm was first introduced by Ioan Raicu and could be described shortly as solving a large number of tasks with short time executions (i.e. seconds to minutes long) that are data intensive. We propose MTS 2 : Many Task Scheduling Simulator that can be used for a broad range of simulations -after each simulation one can visualize the results. The purpose of MTS 2 framework is to simulate events that happen inside a cluster in order to experimentally check or validate various classes of scheduling algorithms. Our event-based simulator provides the building blocks that can be used to implement mathematical models for simulations and it is designed to be extensible, fast and scalable. For the purpose of scheduling algorithm evaluation, the performance is critical: we will study the asymptotic behaviour of some scheduling algorithms under extreme conditions. We will show that MTS 2 can be used in various scheduling algorithms and performs better than SimMatrix on a quad core machine, regarding the time per task: 7 microseconds compared to 100 microseconds for simulations with one node and less than 0.5 microseconds with MTS 2 for simulations with more than 64 nodes.
INTRODUCTION
As the number of cloud applications increases, so does the need to simulate various algorithms and architectures before committing to a solution. For this, efficient and flexible simulators are needed, which show the projected performance without requesting the hardware resources. Testing a scheduling algorithm in a real environment can be difficult, because each environment has different causes of delays in communication. When it comes for testing an algorithm for asymptotic scheduling, it is better to use a simulator, because it is easier to generate billions of tasks. Also, when an algorithm becomes inefficient in hard conditions, it is more convenient to stop a simulator than terminating all the unresponsive processes in a real environment.
To solve this problem, we propose a lightweight and scalable simulator for Many Task Computing (MTC) problems. MTC was first introduced by Ioan Raicu (Wang, Brandstatter & Raicu 2013) as an alternate programming model to High Performance Computing (HPC) and High Throughput Computing (HTC). It solves problems that can be structured as graphs of discrete tasks with edges formed by input and output. Tasks can have arbitrary sizes and can use multiple cores. The set of tasks can be of any type: homogeneous or heterogeneous, static or dynamic, loosely coupled or tightly coupled. Nowadays, distributed systems are more and more confronting with MTC problems, because of the arrive of Big Data.
The scalability in exascale simulations is complex, because it works in two directions: scalability with the number of simulated entities, which is usually proportional with the memory consumption of the application and scalability with the number of simulation steps, this number being proportional with the simulation time. To solve the first problem, we chose an efficient way to represent the nodes of the system, and for the second problem, a parallel method has been proposed.
The entities are considered finite state machines: there is a set of accepted inputs, a set of possible states and a statetransition function. At each moment, the automata can modify its configuration, depending on the previous state and the input. This has a helpful property: an element cannot modify its state if it has no new input, so only elements receiving new inputs during a simulation step need to be updated. This means that the simulator's run time is not linked to the number of clock ticks happening inside the simulated environment, but to the number of events happening inside the simulation. Because simulating state machines has a good spatial and temporal complexity, we considered it a good fit for our simulator. Also, to exhibit more complex behaviours that are characteristic for networked systems, at each step an entity may send one or more messages to any other entity. All the communication is done by message-passing, so the issues related to locking and synchronizing shared memory areas are avoided.
The main features of MTS
2 are:
• Faster than SimMatrix: MTS 2 can simulate 10 6 nodes and 10 8 messages in a serial simulation in 120 seconds, while using less then 1GB of memory, as we will see later, in the Results section.
• MTC Oriented: MTS 2 facilitates exascale simulations because the backend API is on top of a single JVM process and each simulation is just a chain of calls in that process.
• Efficient Parallel Version: MTS 2 also has a PDES (Parallel Discrete Event Simulator) implementation despite the DES (Discrete Event Simulation) version, which doesn't have consistency issues in comparison with other simulators (i.e. SimGrid) and the parallel version, in some scenarios, scales linearly with the number of threads. More details in the Results section.
• Data Visualization: In comparison with other simulators, MTS 2 has a real time monitoring and visualization component that adds almost no delay for large simulations.
In the second section, we present the structure of three state-of-the-art simulators for cloud and grid systems, focusing on their performance, basic architecture and bottlenecks. In the third section, we propose the architecture for the MTS 2 simulator, highlighting the design decisions of this solution.
In the fourth section, we present MTS 2 as solution for Mobile Cloud Computing. In the fifth section, we measure the performances of simulator and compare it with other simulators. We show that MTS 2 is faster than SimMatrix regarding the execution time per task. Each message is processed in about 7 microseconds in a simulation with a single node, compared with SimMatrix that takes 100 microseconds.
RELATED WORK
There are other simulators such as CloudSim, SimMatrix, SimGrid etc. that facilitate exascale simulations. However, these simulators have different problems in terms of:
• Performance: SimGrid executes up to 2 million nodes in constant time and the memory used per task scales up to 65K nodes and after that, it runs out of memory (256 GB). Because it is a PDES, it has many consistency problems due to its complex parallelism that don't make it suitable for MTC problems (Wang et al. 2013 ).
• Types of simulations: CloudSim allows only static scheduling algorithms because each job must be assigned to a node before the simulation starts. Therefore, it is not possible to simulate asymptotic scheduling algorithms.
We continue presenting the design of three simulators in order to highlight the impact upon some aspects concerning the performance and the types of simulations that they offer. As we will later see, each of the simulators presented below was designed with different scopes and none of them represents the solution of every type of simulation.
CloudSim
It was designed to simulate a broad range of Cloud environments. CloudSim is a discrete event simulator based on a global future queue. Each event from that queue that must be scheduled, it is transferred to a deferred event queue. This backend implementation is faster than the GridSim backend that CloudSim uses (Raicu, Foster, Wilde, Zhang, Iskra, Beckman, Zhao, Szalay, Choudhary, Little, Moretti, Chaudhary & Thain 2010) .
CloudSim scales up to 1 million nodes. Performances may vary according to the scheduling implementation at various levels: virtual machine scheduler, data center scheduler etc. This simulator offers support of simulating the network performances in a Cloud environment, support for modelling Clouds, service brokers and virtual machine's allocation inside a data center.
Each component is called SymEntity and it is able to communicate with other entities through messages. These messages can be sent with a specific delay in order to simulate different delays in network topologies described in BRITE format. A BRITE file must contain the total number of entities and the latency matrix.
It is possible to add entities at runtime. However, it is not possible to create dynamic tasks and simulate asymptotic scheduling. A Cloudlet is a task that can be described in the number of MIPS that it uses, an instruction length and the virtual machine number that will be assigned to schedule that task.
SimMatrix
It was designed to simulate MTC problems. SimMatrix is a discrete event simulator that scales up to 1 million nodes at 1 billion cores for 10 billion tasks. For 256 cores, it consumes about 200 GB RAM. It was designed to be a lightweight, userspace simulator because OS threads don't scale too much.
Like its predecessor SimGrid, it is written in Java, but it was designed to have two types of architectures: centralized and decentralized. Both of them offer functionalities for simulations of distributed applications.
The centralized architecture has FIFO scheduling at the nodes, but suffers from scalability issues. The distributed architecture uses work stealing in order to achieve the same balance across all the nodes. Stealing work from another node implies knowing when to steal, because too many polling events will cause the simulator to have bottlenecks, while few polling events will cause the simulator to perform worse. Therefore, the SimMatrix uses the similar approach of exponential TCP backoff for the dynamic polling.
Both of the architectures use a global event queue. The tasks can be submitted in a static manner (the simulator reads all the tasks' information from a file before starting the simulation) and respectively, in a dynamic manner (tasks can be created at runtime).
SimGrid
SimGrid (Casanova, Legrand & Quinson 2008) (Casanova, Giersch, Legrand, Quinson & Suter 2014 ) was designed as a discrete event simulator for grid systems, with using two different layers of abstraction: agent-level simulation, where the simulated workloads are sent directly and packet-level simulation, where it accounts for the TCP slow-start and network delays.
For simulating multiple nodes, SimGrid can use two different mechanisms: pthreads, which doesn't scale beyond thousands of concurrent entities and UNIX contexts. These allow cooperative multithreading with userspace scheduling.
Benchmarks show that it supports 2 million simulated nodes while using 16 GB of RAM.
Two features of SimGrid put it apart from the other frameworks: the possibility to integrate it with existing C programs, such that the same programs that are used in the Grid, can run over a virtualised network and having a data visualisation and tracing module. The tracing module allows the developer to debug and profile the applications, by showing the program's hotspots directly on the source code.
We continue presenting the architecture of our simulator, MTS 2 , which mainly focuses on performance aspects. In the future, we will consider adding more features such as modelling Cloud environments, modelling batch systems etc.
ARCHITECTURE
The framework is based on the DES paradigm, which means each simulated entity communicates with the rest of entities by generating events such as messages which will happen with a specific delay. The simulated time is expressed in positive integers. An event is characterized by an arrival timestamp and a payload. The ordering of the events happening in the same simulation step is not guaranteed, but the events happening in different simulation steps are guaranteed to happen in the correct order. To keep the simulation consistent, two events linked by a causal relationship have to happen in different time steps. The events are queued by the simulation engine and the later feeds the events into the simulated nodes at the correct moment which causes triggering state transitions.
The simulator also has a PDES version which processes the events happening at the same time or at close intervals in parallel. In a conservative implementation, it is based on the property that an event at the simulation step t cannot influence another event happening at the simulation step t + , if the minimum delay δ added by the communication infrastructure between the involved entities is of δ > .
We propose a lightweight, cooperative, userspace scheduler inspired by the actors model. Therefore, the simulation backend API exposes only basic objects that need to be extended for various scenarios. All the entities in this simulator are Java objects, because we wanted a clean and simple to use API for the users.
We continue presenting the main entities and detailing the communication design of our simulator.
The framework is composed by three main entities: the BaseNode which contains the behaviour to be simulated, a SimulationManager component responsible with calling the BaseNode when a message arrives for it and a StatsCollector component, which aggregates data resulted from the simulation.
Each node is just a Java object in the SimulationManager which does work only when the manager calls it. For example, when a node wants to send a message to another node, the message is passed to the second node with the help of SimulationManager: it calls the method that processes the messages inside the second node with the current message as parameter. The second node can send back a message only when returning from the function. If the second node wants to wait before sending another message (for example, to simulate executing a time-consuming task or trigger a timeout if in the meantime it hasn't received another message) it can send to itself a message with the timestamp in the future. Because nodes are plain Java objects, higher-level functionalities (like node failures) have to be implemented explicitly. Otherwise we wouldn't have had scalability in terms of millions of concurrent entities, as required by our initial goal -to achieve better performance than SimMatrix while having millions of concurrent entities.
In Figure 1 , it is described the communication between two different nodes through the SimulationManager API. 
SimulationManager
This represents the core of the simulator that implements the logic for processing each event. This works by maintaining a list of pairs (T, N ) ordered increasingly by timestamps, where T is the timestamp of the event and N is the node which receives the event. At each simulation step, the first element of the list is extracted and the involved node gets called. The nodes then extracts all the messages received at that timestamp from their own ordered list and process them.
In order to simulate dynamic scheduling algorithms, the tasks can be sent periodically up until a threshold limit, the nodes can be put in an overlay etc. These features differentiate MTS 2 from CloudSim because with the later one, we can simulate only static scheduling algorithms.
The SimulationManager keeps references to all the BaseNodes in a hashtable, where the key is the BaseNode's ID. It also keeps a tree with all the events sorted increasingly by the timestamp. At each simulation step, it retrieves an event, then it calls the update function of the BaseNode whom the message was sent for.
For the parallel implementation, the SimulationManager keeps a thread pool containing a fixed number of threads, ready to call the update method of the BaseNode themselves. This way the load is split between multiple CPU cores. The global events queue must be a concurrent data structure, therefore we also add a linked queue with locking mechanisms that stores all the events generated. At the end of a simulation step, the elements from this queue are added to the main tree.
BaseNode
A BaseNode encapsulates the behaviour of a basic unit to be simulated: be it CPU core or server rack. In order to implement a scheduling algorithm, a user has to write the desired behaviour into a BaseNode entity. For simulating heterogeneous systems, the framework supports adding more types of BaseNode entities with different behaviours. Writing the desired behaviour is easy because it's similar with writing MPI (Message Passing Interface) logic: before sending an event, we must differentiate between the sender BaseNode's ID and the destination BaseNode's ID. The simulator offers a task generator BaseNode called ClusterBroker with a normal distribution by default. This component can send messages with timestamps in the future to any other BaseNode implementation in the simulation except ClusterBrokers. Sending messages with timestamps in the future can help simulating BaseNodes that are waiting for work or do nothing. With this type of BaseNode we can simulate asymptotic scheduling algorithms, because the nodes' queues can be easily congested.
Multiple BaseNodes can be added before the simulation starts or at runtime.
In the update function, that takes as parameter the event's timestamp, each BaseNode dequeues all the messages with the given timestamp. Each message is processed in the abstract processMessage function where each BaseNode decides which type of message it is, because in a simulation there can be events and jobs. Each type of node must implement this method.
We offer a basic implementation in the Node entity, where messages are differentiated between jobs and events in the processMessage function. We encourage the user to extend this entity in order to process other types of events and jobs. Also, the main scheduling algorithm is supposed to be written in this entity. The Node entity contains the FCFS scheduler by default, but it can be changed with SJF scheduler when the node is created.
A node can send a message to another node, by calling the sendMessage method from the SimulationManager instance, that adds the message in the destination node's queue.
We also offer the ClusterBroker entity which is derived from the BaseNode, that has the main purpose to distribute tasks to specific nodes in the simulation. In the abstract method getDestinationNodeId, we can compute the next destination node for the current generated job. We can specify which type of jobs it should generate and the jobs' length distribution, if the uniform probability distribution is not preferred by default. This entity offers two functions:
• generateDynamicJobs(n, ∆, T ) -that sends n messages, once at each period of time ∆ up until a timestamp T specified.
• generateDynamicJobsUntilThreshold(n, ∆, N ) -that sends n messages, once at each period of time ∆ up until a total number of jobs N .
There are already two implementations of ClusterBroker: one that sends all the jobs to a specific node, that is SimpleBroker and one that sends all the jobs in a round robin manner, that is RoundRobinBroker.
To simulate the time for processing a task, one node should send a message to itself in the future, that is with a timestamp greater than the current simulation step, such that a processMessage call will occur.
Distribution Types
All the probability distribution implementations must implement the Distribution interface that has only method called getJobLength that returns the length as a long value. The main implementations are: uniform, exponential, Poisson, Weibull. These can be parametrized with different values.
BaseMessage
It is considered as an abstraction of the finer task in a distributed application. It contains the timestamp when the message was created. However, one may consider to add other information into a message depending on the protocol that it has to be simulated.
Because generating messages with arbitrary arrival times may result in consistency issues, the framework enforces the rule that a message generated at the timestamp T may arrive the soonest at the timestamp T + 1. The framework makes no guarantees that events received with the same timestamp are delivered in a certain order. However, the framework guarantees that the messages are processed in the order of their timestamps.
Messages can be explicitly sent to different BaseNodes before the simulation starts or they can be generated with a task generator BaseNode up until a threshold limit.
With MTS
2 multiple nodes can be added even while a simulation is running. This can help for simulating algorithms that are tolerant to failures or simulating dynamic overlays. For task generation, the simulator offers multiple distribution types such as normal, exponential, Weibull, Poisson. In order to use other types of distributions, a user may implement its own logic by extending the existing distribution components.
In our framework, there are already implemented some scheduling algorithms like FCFS, SJF etc. These implementations can be reused in other simulations or used just as examples.
The messages used inside the simulation should extend the BaseMessage entity which contains only the timestamp when the message was sent. A Job entity has fields like the length of the job and the start processing time and respectively, the finish processing time. An Event can be described by its type, which is a long value defined by the user. In order to store additional information along with an Event, the user must extend this base entity.
Schedulers
The Scheduler interface offers the possibility for a node to schedule its jobs depending on different metrics. There are two main implementations from the Scheduler interface: FCFS and SJF. The interface's main methods are:
• init -It is encouraged to initialize the data structure that will hold all the jobs and to write a comparison method. However, for more complex scheduling methods, all other required initializations must be done here.
• schedule -If the parent node has sufficient resources in order to schedule a job, we add it to future processing.
• processAt -We process a job and set its start and finish times of processing.
• getLoading -It returns the loading of the parent node in terms of scheduling resources or whatever metric.
• deleteCurrentJob -We can remove a job from the scheduler in order to migrate it to another node with the sendMessage function from the SimulationManager. This method is helpful for future development of the MTS 2 simulator in Cloud simulations.
StatsCollector
This component is used for logging the simulation's results. It works by maintaining counters for various relevant parameters, like the BaseNode's reported load and the number of exchanged messages for each moment of the simulation.
The majority of simulators presented in Chapter doesn't offer data visualization during a simulation or after a simulation has finished. Because real time charts are helpful in case of asymptotic scheduling, with MTS 2 one can visualize the results of the simulation in real time.
The visualization component is currently using the LiveGraph 2.0 library that displays graphics in real time, while maintaining a low overhead -currently, the overall execution times with the visualization enabled are 6 times bigger than when this component is disabled. Currently, this solution works best when developing a scheduling algorithm, but not for testing it because execution times will be slightly affected by the visualization component.
Overlays
We offer a DHT (Distributed HashTable) overlay as example of implementation for the Overlay interface. The neighbours of a node can be retrieved with getNextNeighbour or getAllNeighbours. This implementation is used in the load balancing algorithm described below.
Examples of Algorithm implementations
We implemented two algorithms for the purpose to show the users how to use the API.
The first algorithm is a Ping Pong communication between two nodes, in order to demonstrate how two nodes can communicate each other and how messages can be processed and sent. We show that nodes can be created by the simulation manager if the constructor takes the same parameters as the parent entity, that is BaseNode.
The second algorithm is an asymptotic load balancing algorithm for MTC. It demonstrates how a complex algorithm can be easily written in a single derivation of the Node entity. We show how a node can communicate with a broker, besides accepting jobs from it. Also, we show a method for queue congestion by processing a job only when the last job has finished, that is not allowing job preemption or multitasking. The node can process different types of events and communicate accordingly. For the communication between the broker and an arbitrary node, there is also an implementation of event, which contains additional information like the ID of a second node with whom the first node is communicating with. This example uses the DHT overlay from the simulator. Because the algorithm was designed for solving an asymptotic increase of jobs, we generated jobs dynamically up until a total limit with the generateDynamicJobsUntilThreshold method of the ClusterBroker implementation. In this example, we also show how nodes can easily be added in the simulation, after they have been created separately. In conclusion, we wanted to use as much as possible the MTS 2 main features.
MTS 2 FOR MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING
There is an increasing need for multimedia applications to transparently handle content gathering in a scalable and reliable way. Cisco predicts that by 2016, 90% of Internet traffic will be multimedia content (3D images, high resolution video, and audio). Today, almost everyone is connected to the Internet and uses different Cloud solutions to store, deliver and process data. Cloud Computing assembles large networks of virtualized services, and hardware and software resources. The use of Cloud resources by end-users is made in an asynchronous way, and in many cases the access is made through mobile devices, over various networks.
With Cloud Computing and mobile devices, we witness new applications models, where the user is presented with an interface and most of the computation is done, transparently and remotely, in large Data Center silos. With this model, in many scientific areas (healthcare, aged-care, social assistance, surveillance, education etc.) we witness the rise of interesting new (multimedia and content-driven in some cases) applications, with increasingly more computation needs. Such applications today generate huge amount of data (i.e., the Big Data trend), require gathering, processing and then aggregation in a fault-tolerant, reliable and secure heterogeneous distributed system created by a mixture of Cloud systems (public/private), mobile devices networks, desktop-based clusters, etc. (Shalf, Dosanjh & Morrison 2011) . The unprecedented processing requirements (filtering, storage, distribution, indexing) for hundreds of PetaBytes of content will contribute to the increase of Internet traffic and this are part of the problem that must be solved.
In this context, in the past years there has been a growing interest in the scientific community for Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), a model where computing is externalized from the mobile device into the background Cloud. Previous directions taken by the mobile computing community in regard to energy efficiency focused at throttling resources and scheduling allocation and utilization of said resources. This is usually done by complicated techniques that focus on individual hardware components: the CPU (Liang, Lai & Chiou 2010) , the display or network transfers (Schulman, Navda, Ramjee, Spring, Deshpande, Grunewald, Jain & Padmanabhan 2010). Although such techniques provide undeniable power reduction, their applicability proves to be limited as smartphone requirements grow even larger, increasing at exponential rates. A more popular solution for mobile energy efficiency is mobile cloud computing (MCC) where power-hungry tasks are offloaded from mobile devices and executed in the cloud. Thus, handhelds only require thin clients for cloud-enhanced applications. The advantages of MCC are invaluable to mobile application development as they include: extending the battery lifetime by moving computation away from mobile devices, better usage of data storage capacity and of available processing power, and improving the reliability and availability of mobile applications. Furthermore, MCC also inherits the benefits of cloud computing (CC) as well: dynamic provisioning, scalability and the pay-as-you-go model. However, the advantages of mobile clouds must be weighed by the shortcomings of such solutions. First of all, most MCC applications rely heavily on the availability and steadfastness of large bandwidth mobile networks (3G/4G); unfortunately, due to the inherent mobility of users, there is no guarantee that such communication media is always available and, in its absence, mobile cloud applications are unreliable or, in worst-case scenarios, are rendered useless or even faulty.
Furthermore, mobile networks tend to be more expensive both financially and energetically (given that 3G is more power hungry that WiFi (Cuervo, Balasubramanian, Cho, Wolman, Saroiu, Chandra & Bahl 2010)). Energy efficiency has yet to be taken into serious consideration by most MCC solutions and, ironically, in attempting to reduce power consumption, mobile cloud applications end up exhausting battery life through network transfers towards clouds instead of choosing local computation. An additional concern in MCC is the lack of privacy when storing data on public clouds as recent advancements prove it is best to make use of private or hybrid solutions for storing data more securely than previously attempted (Robison 2010) .
Future MCC will need fundamental research results towards the opportunistic sharing of computing resources, using a crowd computing approach for MCC, where tasks are opportunistically spread in a network of devices. Previous experiments on human mobility and social interaction, using Bluetooth, WiFi, ZigBee and other small-and medium-range wireless communication protocols for co-location tracking, show the feasibility of establishing opportunistic connections with mobile devices in close proximity (Chaintreau, Hui, Crowcroft, Diot, Gass & Scott 2007) . The coordinated sharing of resources available by co-located mobile phones in an opportunistic way is today feasible, so there is a clear opportunity for aggregating, sharing and coordinating resources of multiple users to improve the energy efficiency of mobile devices, while making acceptable compromises in the QoS, and provide advanced capabilities to the upper layer mobile applications.
In an attempt to solve the above-mentioned issues, at University Politehnica of Bucharest, Romania, we previously propose a hybrid solution where mobile devices are both clients and resources in an ad-hoc opportunistic mobile cloud (Marin 2013 ). Our solution is not intended as a replacement for MCC, but instead it attempts to complement mobile clouds in order to fill the aforementioned missing gaps. We introduced the concept of mobile-to-mobile contextual offloading, in which handhelds make use of a contextual search algorithm to schedule remote execution of tasks in trusted smartphone communities based on predicting the availability and mobility of nearby devices. The Hybrid Contextual Cloud for Ubiquitous Platforms comprised of Smartphones (HYC-CUPS) is a preliminary platform developed at UPB to evaluate the feasibility of resource sharing in case of co-located smartphones. It focuses on reducing the overall consumed power of the interconnected devices. The main differentiating factor from other platforms (Huerta-Canepa & Lee 2010) (Modi, Jung, Tambe, Shen & Kulkarni 2002) is that the offloading decision is taken considering both mobility and availability of a node to offload a task, and not neglecting the overall quality of experience of the users which are part of the cloud. We primarily use the reduction of overall execution time for mobile applications, reduction in power consumption, the increase in robustness in case of failures, the enhance for user experience, and uncertain sensor data as measure of progress.
The evaluation of such a complex system as HYCCUPS proves to be quite difficult (Marin, Dobre & Xhafa 2014) . The solution being presented in this paper is a step forward in this direction. HYCCUPS in particular deals with the scheduling in the MCC of workloads of various qualities, from small tasks (i.e., associated with computing a move in a game of chess), to large tasks (i.e., the analysis of satellite images). For the first category, we plan to demonstrate scheduling algorithms for computing-intensive games (e.g. Chess) and data-intensive applications (e.g. Shazam).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We initially benchmarked the serial version of the MTS 2 with Java 1.8 on a quad-core machine with a CPU frequency of 3.9GHz and 5GB of available RAM, by changing the number of simulated nodes and the number of messages. After that, we repeated the process with the parallel version, while also varying the number of worker threads.
In the stress-test scenario, each node processes the same number of messages, in order to test how fast is our backend communication. We measured the time before and after the simulation by using the java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit class.
In order to benchmark our simulator, we started 10 6 concurrent entities, and each of them generated at runtime 10 2 dummy tasks and then waited for their completion. The simulation took only 120 seconds to complete and used less than 1GB of RAM -scenario which none of the simulators presented in Section is able to complete.
The simulator was able to run this scenario with a throughput of about 800 events per millisecond. This shows the simulation overhead, because each simulated action is minimal from a computational point of view.
In order to test the performance of the parallel implementation in comparison with the serial implementation, a modification to the stress test was done: each processMessage call had an additional delay of 1 millisecond. Without this modification, it wouldn't have been any notable difference between DES and PDES implementations, because PDES works by doing processing concurrent events on different threads, so it overcomes the initial overhead only when the event processing functions are significantly harder to compute. Analysing the results, the parallel implementation is an improvement when the scenario has computationally expensive calls and a "dense" distribution of events (many tasks happening at the same timestamp), scaling with the number of threads. The results are presented in Figure 2 . In Figure 3 there is a comparison between DES and the PDES implementation with two threads. We can see that the DES implementation takes twice as long for executing each type of simulation. We measured the overhead of the visualization component comparing the times when enabling and disabling this component for the following simulations in Figure 4 with DES implementation.
As we can see, if the visualization is enabled, the overall execution time is 6 times greater for a single node, but when using multiple nodes, the visualization component doesn't bring any delay. For exascale simulations, the simulation times will not be so much affected. We will consider implementing in the future our own version of StatsCollector entity in order to not have delays even for small simulations.
SimMatrix, which is the single implementation of eventbased simulator for MTC problems until MTS 2 , scales up to 1 million nodes at 1 billion cores for 10 billion tasks. Because we only had 4 cores available for simulations, we will take into consideration for comparison between MTS 2 and SimMatrix the time per task in microseconds (Wang et al. 2013) . We simulated with the same stress test, the DES version with no delay when processing the messages.
As we can see from the Figure 5 and Figure 8 : Comparison of time per task from SimMatrix paper at (Wang et al. 2013 ), MTS 2 is faster than SimMatrix regarding the execution time per task. We plotted the simulations with the same number of nodes like in (Wang et al. 2013 ) and the differences are: MTS 2 takes 7 microseconds for a simulation with one node, while SimMatrix takes 100 microseconds. SimMatrix takes almost 7 microseconds starting with simulations of 64 nodes and approximately 8 microseconds for larger simulations (more than 16384 nodes). However, our simulator takes less than 0.055 microseconds for simulations with more than 16384 nodes. It is important to say that MTS 2 time per task is decreasing in every simulation scenario, while SimMatrix degrades its performances in simulations with a range of 1024 and 16384 nodes. In conclusion, MTS 2 is a fast and scalable event-based simulator that has execution times which are 6 times greater with the visualization component enabled for simulations with one node, but no delay when at exascale simulations.
MTS
2 is great than other scheduling simulators and in the future, it needs to be tested on multiple cores.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented an event-based simulator written in Java for the purpose of simulating scheduling algorithms. We also implemented a load balancing algorithm with dynamic overlay for an asymptotic scheduling and with this, we showed that the MTS 2 simulator offers until now the basic blocks for simulations.
Apart from features like dynamic generation of tasks up until a threshold value, use of overlays and broker nodes that can distribute jobs according to a distribution schema, we also added a visualization component for real time monitoring. We measured the execution times and saw that this component adds a delay. As future work, we will come up with an implementation of this component taken into consideration that it must not affect the results of simulations or at least, it must add a delay not more than a few microseconds.
We showed that the executions times are better than the ones of SimMatrix (Wang et al. 2013) , even if we used a dual core machine. As future work, we will run MTS 2 on more than 4 cores.
